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Beloved Centurion: 

Very often there have been those who have wanted to become members of 
the Mayan Order, but feel there i s no use for them to continue to try t o make any
thing of their lives . Through the years, I have noticed that one of the reasons 
given is because some thought they were too old to learn. 

This is one of t he most mistaken ideas people have, from the standpoint 
of learning and accomplishing . The newest studies show that the functioning of 
the mind can rem.aL"1 the same or even be increased as we pass the half - century 
mark; and most people at t he age of seventy are just as capabl e a s they were at 
the age of fifty . 

The chairman of one of our great universities has said that at eighty 
the intellect is often roughly equivalent to what it was in the twenties, and that 
at ninety the mental ret urn i s frequently back to the ' t eens, which is considered 
the very best age for learning - but there is a string attached to it . All of 
this is possible, of course, only if people contL"1ue to use and exercise their 
brains . If you decide you are too old to learn or do anything worthwhile and just 
sit back and do nothing, then surely you will deteriorate mental l y. 

The late President Roosevelt once asked Oliver Wendell Holmes why he 
read so much ancient philosophy, and the ninety- three year old ex- Supreme Court 
Justice said, 11To improve my mind, Hr . President ." 

It has been f ound that students, after seventy years of age , can learn 
a for eign language and shorthand as easily as thei r younger classmates . In New 
Hampshire it was found that in a group who were studying artcraft and handicraft, 
four out of five students learned their skills after they were f i fty years of age . 

As your teacher , I feel that I must impress upon you the importance of 
continuing to learn. You should never permit yoursel f to deterior ate mentally but 
USE your brain. Keep your mentality active to the fullest degree and follow close
ly the advice in this lesson, KEEP TRYING . You are given actual instructions in 
this lesson which, if Iollowed, wil l help you to attain your desire . 

One of our greatest obstacles in obtaining our aim in life is the impa
tience we encounter when, after trying sever al times , we are unable to accomplish 
what we set out to do . We all ow our failures to defeat us and we quit trying . 

Eve~J failure t hat we meet is growth, that is , if we continue to try . 
If we fail and do not try again, then each failure i s a step bac.lnrard; but if each 
failure causes us to continue to t r y again, then we ,Aill really go up the ladder . 
Sometimes it seems heartbreaking, but the final result is ~orth every heartache 
we encounter if we KEEP TRYING . 

The prayer, wtich is to help pr epare you for the lesson , should give you 
great strength; and I earnestly and sincerely feel that if you repeat the words of 
the prayer, and think about what it says and let it come from deep within your 
heart, there isn ' t any obstacle in this life t oo difficult for you to conquer . 
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?R.AYER 

heavenly Father, for give me for all ~he times 

= have not t~ied hard enougt or long enough 

ft~d tnus have :ailed when I might have succeeded . 

Give me strength of purpose 

To try all doors , all r oads , and all ways , 

In each attempt to make the most and best 

Of the life Thou hast given me, 

And thus to honor Thee for the giving . 

nelp me never to let it be t rue 

That I have not done my part . 

Amen 

**00** 

ONE FOR TRYING **00** 

school we used to get three kinds of marks . A figure representing 
. more or less of success on the scale of a hundred, a zero for making no 

:i .: effort at all, and one for trying even though the effort was no good . 
· :Even a guess would get one percent . That one for trying had more sig

nificance than might appear on the face of it . The person who t ries, however poor 
may be the effort, may and some~~es does get into the spirit of it and start t ry
ing harder and doing better . 

It is easy to be in the zero class, except for two things . When the 
period of ease is over , and there is nothing to show for it ; and when the recogni
tions for accomplishments are passed around, the slothful one is not included . 
These are two of the judgments we have to take for being sluggards who do not con
sider the ways of tne ant and be wise . 

No one really wants to be in the zero class , and no one needs to be . 
Anyone , no matter how incompetent he is, can at least get one for trying . If you 
are aiming at maximum living you have to keep approaching the standar ds of excel
lence . To approach anything one has to start . This the zero mark people do not 
do . You may, if you are a very exceptional case, be able to do it all at once; 
but most people have to work up to it . You cannot '.-rork up to anything from zero, 
but you can start from one, showing that at least you have t ried . 



The trouble i.,ri th very many who do no1:. 1:.ry is not that they are indolent , 
but that they lack the courage to make the attenpt". They are fearful of fai lure 
or of son:e dire ?a:1dora 1 s box consequence of having attempted something ne;,.,r and 
unnied . ·.-rny should anyone fear f ailure? It is usually beceuse of the :'eeling 
1:.hat a certain hTh~~liation attaches to it . ~fuat will people say? That i s a very 
po1:.ent question in th.1.s sensitive 1..,rorld. 'tie would raliher be st r uck 1:.han laughed 
at , and we can take out and out laughter bett er than a s ilent, supercilious smi le . 

But stop and think a moment . -dorth1..rhile people will honor you for t ry
i !J.g , even though for the moment you do not succeed . Those who do not understand 
and respect your efforts are people 1o1hose opinion i s of no irr..portance . ifuether 
people cheer or not w2tters little anyway . The important t hir.g is that you have 
got start ed. As is so often said, losi ng a skirmish is not losing a battle . 

You never knoi.J \.Jhat you can do till you t ry . You may do much better than 
you expected you would . 'tlhatever the result , even if i t is only one for trying, 
you know ·..1here the start i ng point is and can go on from there . 

You have no1:.hing to l ose by try~ng . I1:. is ~he l ea st you can do . Tha t 
i s where even the gr eatest mast ers have 1:.0 s t ar t . Some of the greatest discover 
ies , achievements, and victories ~ followed years of tr~Lng . Too , many who have 
t ried and fai l ed to do what they were t r y ing to do, found that they had unexpect
edly come upon st~ll great er achievement s . 

·**OO** CONSIDER TEE TACKLE **00** 

. ~;::::=~:~·:::-L :;;::.~~-~- ::·:~:-.:.:.:=·· 

<fi'·;·~I;:ERE is a Horld of mean:..ng , good , strong , r ugged meaning, L11 the fine 
'""'O::V.~ .· old '.Jord tackle . It is more peaceful a 1.-1ord for at-.;ack, but it means 
~;:: ·: . · · just as much or more . A good hearty tackle is likely to be more pot ent 

than a spirit less, half- heart ed at t ack. Fr om s topping a man with the 
ball on the gridiron to doing about the same thing with the problems of life, 
t ackle i s a good \.Tord . I t is what happens 111hen we realize th.at 1..,re must do some
thing about a thi ng . 

There i s a certain amount of physical risk in t ackl:..ng a wild beas t or 
even a runni ng football player determined to carry t he ball through; but in the 
enterprise of life physical peril is seldom L~volved . There the r eal danger is 
in not doing it . 

On the football field , though, you will r eadily see that there i s a 
science of tackling . A t ackle does not s imply get in a man 1 s 1.-1ay, or t hrow him
self at him, or fumble blindly in his direction. If he is a good tackle, and he 
must be or the coach ,,.,ould not send him into t he game, he knm..,rs certain effective 
ways to t ake hold of an opposing player , ways by which he i s sure to succeed in ~ 
high percentage of instances . Learn skill in tackling the problems of life . 

Since tackling is a form of attack , it is the beginning of an offens ive 
action. It i s the onset . It is the action of one who has or i s taking the 
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initiative . The initiative ~s a great advan~age. Try to get it and keep it . The 
odds are on your side as long as you can do that . That b~s been ~ fu_Ddamental 
principle of battle, spo~ts, and contests, f~om the beginning . I~ is a fundamental 
principle in living a wilh~ing life, too. Lose the initiative and the odds are 
against you unless and until you can get i t again. 

The first move in any kind of e~foTt is determining. A singer t r ies to 
make his firs~ note effect ive . A speak.e::- must 'lo.rin his audience and a writer must 
get his reader ls interest in the :'irst few sentences or r un the r=._sk of not gettiJ;..g 
i t at all. The first impression one makes is very likely to dete:-mine \..rhat the 
nature of the last one will be. In such things it pays to be a good tackle . 

So get ready not merely to try to succeed, but positively to make at 
least an effect ive beginn~ng. The writer asked a young minister once how carefully 
he prepared his sermons. 11 I try to be sure I have something worthwhile to say all 
the way tbrough11 , be replied, "but I pay special attention to the opening and 
closing parts . At tho se points I try to make sure that the material and my delivery 
of it are the best I can do .n 

Prepare well. Get ready . Hit the l ine hard. Fol low through. If you 
fail to do that at the start it will be hard to make up for it later. Analyze your 
problem. V~ke your plan. Be sure it is good. Then gi ve it all you have . If the 
road is blocked with obstacles, tackle them, and do i t as skillfully as you can . 

**00** YOU ARE AT THE BAT **00** 

:i~;i::::;·,*:hlf~irt~:~~~;~ CERTAIN man suddenly found himself appointed to a position of great and 
constant responsibility. While he was still confused, ~~d dazed, and 

f~q@~~B~~~Swondering how he was going to meet the sit uations that come up all the 
h t ime in such positions , a friend asked him how he felt. Like a base-
ball player who has just been called to bat for the firs t time, he replied, 11 1 
feel like a green ball player with the bat in his hands for the first time. Any 
moment now I will see the balls coming a t me , s traight , curved , and every poss ible 
way . I know I have got to do something about each one as it comes , though each 
will create a little different situation; and I have got to be able to hit most of 
them. I can 1 t choose . The situation will be changing all the time, and I have 
got to be prepared to meet it . 11 

He had it right . Trmt is the s ituation a batter is i n , and the time 
never comes when it does not present prob~ems . The most seasoned player sometimes 
wonders and sometimes mis ses . Some of the bal ls will not arrive where he thinks 
they are going to and where he has the bat awaiting them. I t is a baffli ng situa
tion in which he is pl aced and not many would claim to be masters of i t at all 
times . 

That is the position anyone is in who realizes that l ife takes the form 
of a game. lie must play i t or be counted out. He must pl ay it well or he fails 



to score against others who have made themselves experts . The opposition wil l take 
all kinds of forms, and suddenly and unexpectedly ·baffle him with something new. 

Thinking of yourself under this figure may help you better to understand 
your own situation and problem. You have been called up, and are at the bat . 
Balls will be thrown in your direction, and it will be done by practiced hands 
and with great but deceptive precision and skill . Let us say that life is the 
pitcher , and you have to try to hit the balls it throws . You have to hit most of 
them if you are to remain on the team. If you do well, your average will be high . 
If you do poorly, it will be low. If you do not try, you will fan out . 

As 1Je have said, going through the motions isn ' t all there is to it . 
Li£e can think of more ways and more in~ricate ways of curving balls than the best 
human pitcher ever known . Among the balls it throws are situations, opportunities , 
needs, and problems. You do not have to create them, or seek them, or go to them. 
They will be thrown at you suddenly, swiftly, and inevitably . You can ' t prevent 
them, nor delay them, nor lmovl what form they will take as they come. You can 
only try to meet them adequately when they arrive . That is what it means to live, 
to achieve, to get on. 

Things may happen accidentally, of course . Some ,Jill be agai~st you in 
spite of anything you can do . Be prepared to have more or less of that and to 
make the best of it by having good enough average to stand the loss . On the other 
hand, accidents will happen in your favor, things that just happen to be to your 
advantage . Be grateful for them, but don ' t boast about them. You deserve no 
credit for a fortunate accident, and the next one may go against you. That i s 
just part of the give and take of life . 

But most human experience is not like that. Most of it you have to de
cide upon, and do, and then face the record you have made. Some minor results 
are accidents , but the real trend and the final score depend on your pl uck and 
skill. 

**00** 

**00** LIFE IS A PUZZLE **00** 

is a great puzzle made up of a long series of lesser puzzles, and 
,.~;~:~ we are the puzzle solvers , knitting our brows, racking our brains, and 

_..........,..::;:""'r::·.:I;.wishing 1..1e were wiser and more clever . Everyone who has lived into the 
·; ·~}··;.:~.:::re:t:C:Lage of responsibility lmm.Js tnat and we learn J.. t ·better al.l the tJ.· me . " .. ,., ...•. ,,.,. ... ,., .. , .. .... ,.,. - ' -

Hm.J many kinds of puzzles we have known, with new ones being added all the time l 
One is a set of rings which will come apart only when all of them have been 
brought exactly into a certain position with relation to each other . One is a 
board with pins set in holes, and one hole empty . There is a way to jump one pin 
over others till it alone remains on t~e board, but it is not as easy as it sounds. 
One is a maze which you can get out of only if you do not once turn ~he ,~ong way. 
One is a j i g- saw picture where each of many pieces must go into exactly the right 
place; and lo, the design appears. The puzzle of your life ~y seem like one of 
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these at one time and another o:' them at another c..:me . I t may nOi.· and then seem 
like all of them rolled into one, perhaps with a few more }dnds added ~or good 
measure . 

All puzzles are alike in one thing - tbe~e i s just one way to solve 
them. You cannot solve them by force . You have to f i nd tha"L one and only vFay. 
It i s not a matter of strength but one of ingenu:~y and pa"Lience . One who bas a 
problem must not only meet it , but must also move ~om the begin~~~g ~n such a 
way as to be in a position to finish successfully. 

I n a certain place a beautiful church was built . Much of the interior 
and all of the front were of beautiful sacr ed pictures in mosaic . They were made 
up of countless little pieces of various color s and shapes, mfu~Y of them plated 
with gold. Artist s were brought from Italy , and worked many months putting that 
vast picture puzzle all in place . 

One morning an earthquake ;.;reeked the bu.::lding and shattered t his rare 
and costly art work , scattering fragments everywhere . That can happen after all 
the labor of creating something beauti ful and intricate . It makes one of life 1 s 
hardest possible moments for one who l i ves creatively. 

But the builders did not give up . All the little :ragment s we~e found 
and gather ed out of the debris. The workers in Nosaic were called back . It was 
harder this time for the parts of the pi ct ures were all mixed in confusion . But 
in time each of those countless pieces was put back in its place , and the beau
tiful pictures stood out again as before . After t~~t the work looked doubly 
beautiful because the beholder could see in it the devotion that was patient 
enough to do i t all over again when an unexpected for ce had destroyed it . 

That i s something of the way we have to do , solve puzzles and somet imes 
even have t o do it over again. Ah1ays there is a puzzle, but each is like one of: 
figures that when finally assembled , make the great mosaic pattern with an abiding 
inspiration and meaning . It is a grand thing to have such a challenge to our 
powers . 

**00** 

**OO·X-* IN CASE YOU FAIL **00** 

:)2~:tt~m~!~:~;:~u~~rili: 

ff:·;!~~~ ~n~0~0 h:~:e~::l~~ :P:~~~e f~~ ~; !~ ~n~~~:t~~~ n~!~ ~~~~~t y~~e m~~ght 
[f:.~ffJIJilfJi~) not stress it you may have met it and it may have hindered or halted 
;~q;;¥~:g:;::;:;(~;;, your progress and some of the discouragement may still remain . Or you 
could meet it later, with the same results . 

This is not a negative section of this lesson. It i s really a positive 
one , for its message is not to let failure stop you. When you make your pl an , 
fortify against it if you can, but be sure to fortify against letting it break 
down your purpose and defeat you. Thi s could be a part of the pattern of victory 
if you take and keep the att i tude of superiority to failure . That should prevent 



failure, but if now and then you should get out of line and fail , you certainly 
can refuse to surrender to discouragement, for it is only a state of mind . It is 
something you can control if you will . If you let yourself be defeated, it will 
not be the failure that did it . It will be your own lack of courage to disregard 
failure and go on . 

Everyone makes some mist~~es. Every player occasionally fumbles. 
Every worker sometimes has something not come off as he had hoped. We should be 
charitable about that in others, and we should strive ourselves to make it happen 
less and less . We are human, and sometimes we are more competent than others. 

It 1.-10uld not be at all good for us to have everything go smoothly and 
come out r i ght . What a hopeless race of weaklings that would soon make of us! 
We have to have something to cut our teeth on, something to keep our souls from 
softness anc flabbiness, something to make us rugged and keep us trying . 

When you find that life i s sure to have its downs as wel l as its ups, 
do not resent it and struggle against it . It does not mean that the universe i s 
against you, or t hat God has forsaken you. There has never been a storm so long 
and fierce but that the sun shone again . The triumphant levels of life are not 
for weaklings, and those who reach them do so in part by r i sing above mistakes 
and failures . You are not the first person ever to stumble, and you will not be 
the last . The rough places , as well as the smooth ones , show that God has not 
forgotten . He sometimes tries us in the crucible to burn away the dross . 

Remember when something fails to wor k out as you had hoped and planned 
t hat you haven ' t lost anything , at least not if you don't lose heart . You are 
no wor se off . You can go ahead just as before, and if you will pr ofit by the 
experience, you may do better . Nobody ever tumbles all the way down the hill. 
So long as you manage to climb more than you fall , you are still gaining . It 
may take a little longer to r each the top, but you are still on the way . No one 
ever reaches it in a day . It wouldn't be worth doing if we could . 

Take the scraps of failure and see if you can't work them over. The 
potter may give the marred vessel a new and lovelier shape than was first planned. 
Who knows but that your worked-over f ragments may make the pattern even more 
beautiful? The picture may call for them. Who knows? We do not know, nor do we 
need to . CUr part is to go ahead and do our best , and you cannot do that if you 
stop much to brood over fancied failures or even real ones . If now and then you 
fail, consider it a lesson l earned . You can do better next time . 

**00** 

-HOO** SLEEP ON IT **00** 

• _:::~::~::~:~::;;<!~;::.~ 

·~·.i~i~~;·.j~~~:::f::;~;' ~';::;~~ F now and then the problem you try to solve or the project you under
};:3;f£:;~\ [ ·;ilf t ake to carry out seems too much for you, or if you have made a faili ng 
,;;:¥;)' . ,:J ..... ¥c.)';;;f;: effort and are wonder ing lvhat to do next, here is a ooood rule . I t has .. :-.:-:·: ·~-- ... .. «· :-:-·:;.:.:---:~---·-· 0 

;:r;;:.;t . ,. i~.;;:;;.:;}:;: ... nelped many a puzzled pilgrim to find a ,,.;ay through a dark hour or over 
a hard place . Sleep on i t . Just l ay the problem aside, t rustfully of course, 
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and don't. bother about :'..t t i ll you hear from yoU!' inner consciousness what to do 
an~ ',Jl"::er! 1..0 do it,. Let it rest. over at least one night. of good, qu iet , restful 
sleep (The nights of t.ossing and t.urning ao not count . They show you haven't. 
laid :. t as:.de) . It is while you sleep, or rest , or devote your conscious t.hin.i<
ing to ot.her things t hat you get help . If you forget it entirely, so ~uch the 
bet-cer . 

have you not known people who avoided announc~ng definite decisions on 
the spur of the moment? They would say they wanted time to sleep on it and would 
answer lat er . And have you not found the percentage of wisdom and success in 
their 1ec i sions higher than in those of most people? That was because they t.ook 
t ir'!e to get a decision· from their subconscious minds, those amazing instruments 
of the wisdom and the will of God. when awake, you get in the way, but when you 
are sound asleep , your deeper consciousness can work unhindered by you. 

We have yet much to learn about that super-mental power, but like many 
ins truments we do not know much about we can use it just the same. We have only 
to refer a matter to it and stop worrying about it and tinkering with it so the 
subconscious mind can take it off our hands . We do not hear from it for awhile, 
maybe a short while, maybe a longer one. Then some day, or night, or morning 
efter sleep, we find the veil i s gone and the way stands out clear before us, 
When that time comes , act! The iron is already hot. Strike ! 

Night before last I thought over a matter that had remained immovable 
for nearly three months. Then came the thought, 11 1 will t rouble about it no 
more. I now unburden myself of it and leave it with God. What He does about it , 
if anything, will be right ." The next morning three long-distance phone calls took 
complete and satisfactory care of i t. They were as decisive as they were unexpect
ed. Do you not see how it \.JOr ks? Sleep on it. 

If a matter i s not clear to you - how or when to do a thing, whether to 
do it at all, whether to give up something you haven't been able to budge, don't 
jam the workings of your soul by trying to force an immediate decision . The years 
are in n~ hur17. It can wait a little. Do what any good workman does if a tool 
fails to work at the moment - work with it very gently, or perhaps put it aside 
awhile anj turn to something else . Let i t rest a bit and give it a chance to 
adapt itself . A forced machine will not do good work, nor will. a f orced mind. 

Do not force the issue . Do no t decide or act prematurely. Give your 
deeper powers a chance to help you . Sleep on it . 

**00** 

**00** CONCLUDING NOTES **00** 

.
= .. ·~.·:··.:.:.·.~ .•. :....·.',:.;.·.·.:·.'.'.· .. ~·.::,.·.:,·.·.· ,· .. : .. ·.,~.'.~ .. :-:.;;~:-:··. . ·;.." . 

. ~ .. · .... : . . . . . . . ~~?t~~t..: 
i/3@i&::f., :r:D~;{ OW in closing this lesson let us think at random for a few moments, 
191~\Kfj :·;f:Wtt~ looking for any stray point that may have been overlooked. Let us put 
~:.·.~~~~#!"~,~~\% off the pressure of trying to think consecutively, and just pluck 
~<t::mMti'"''f.i#@'k'% whatever flower we happen to see' 



1 • Select the doors you '..Jant to open with care. Everything done 
toward the wrong resul t has to be undone . Do not judge things by 
fancy . Consider whether they fit in with what you are trying to 
achieve . 

2. Having sel ected your door , do not be afraid to try to turn the 
knob . It may be locked, but it may not be . If it is locked, you may 
be able to find a key . If you ca..nnot , be gratei'ul . That is not your 
door . Forget it and look for the right one . If you are faithful, 
the r esults \.Jill be much better than you expect . 

3 . :'iever try to take your heritage by _force . The result is likely to 
be that you will not get it at all. To everything any one of us should 
have there is a way . In the conquest of life the battering ram is the 
poorest of weapons. Brute force achieves nothing to be _proud of . 

4. Don ' t get impatient if you have to try several tL~es . That is 
what ~ost people have to do in any effort worthwhile. We used to say , 
if at first you don't succeed, try , try again . We might also say, if 
at f~~st you don ' t succeed, and if you try again, you are not only 
nearer victory but you are also capable of better efforts than you 
othen.rise could have been. 

5. Pray your \.Jay along . That is the supreme source of supreme power . 
Do not take such statement s as the above as mere platitudes. They are 
practical, everyday, workable t ruth . 11Mor e things are wrought by 
prayer than this world dreams of ." Prayer is something to •..ror k with . 

6. But in your praying never fail to condition your a skings as Jesus 
did in Gethsemane - "nevertheles s not as I will but as thou ,,.,ilt . " 
That will save your prayers from going afield and it will save you 
from being in the position of asking for something that ought not to 
be. 

7. Go forward gently and carefully . The ice might be thin or the 
scaffolding weak . It is dangerous to rush impetuously on . You might 
have to find another way . 

8 . Heed the wor ds of the wise and exper ienced, but waste no time 
listening to the ignorant and unbelieving . We must get on, and some
where there is an open road or one that can be opened . 

9 . Never mind about the past . The memory of the yesterdays may be 
lovely or unlovely, but they are gone . The adventure of the road 
ahead is the important thing now. rt is the forward looking people 
\oiho are doing the important things . The driver never gets ahead 
whose chief interest is· the rear vision mirror . 

10. Be proud to be called a visionary, only be careful to be one who 
works to make his visions real . If you are to be a visionary, be a 
heaven-guided one . What people mean, and do not know it , is that you 
are ahead of your time . So what? Let them learn. History is made 
by people who are ahead of their time. 
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11 . You can 1 t do these things alone , You must have the help of God . 
You can 1t do them wi th the help of God ei ther - unless you cooperat e. 

**00** 

**00** 

MEDITATION 

·~.;J:)F?1:t::~~:::.;~p~;m~~ 

~;;:;;)t):i(:~JY ,,:~:p·~:h soul does honor to the great pr ivilege of effort. 

!r1J~~~2~~
0 

:~:~:p~:ml ~~·:~~~~~~~~::~~~~=~ t~:l 
make an honest and complete effort to do it successfully . I 
will keep trying as long as there is any hope of success, and 
t hen try once more just in case . 

**00** 

**00** 


